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(ii) The loss of numerous provinces to Arabs and bar-
barians brought about, by way of compensation, a rein-
forcement in wealth and population within the remaining
provinces. The commerce of Tyre and Alexandria, says
Gibbon,1 was transferred to Constantinople, and Christians
from Africa, Syria, Armenia, and the Danubian districts
flocked to reinforce the population of the Empire.2
(iii) Gibbon praises the imperial Government for having
utilized these refugees for the creation of new towns and for
the cultivation of deserted lands, and still more for having
gradually subjected to the laws of Church and State the
barbarian tribes which had forced their way m et armis into
the Empire. This raises the important question of the
imperial policy in home-colonization. Prof. P. Boissonade
has ably outlined the essential features of this policy,3 He
has shown that it employed a great variety of methods.
Asylum was afforded to the Christian refugees; lands were
distributed to soldiers, accompanied by the obligation of
military service; to the provinces which it was desired to
repopulate the Government transported either religious
dissenters (e.g. Manichaeans, Jacobites, and Paulicians) or
persons of foreign race (Avars, Bulgars, and Turks), while
slaves were emancipated on condition that they would
colonize deserted districts. Sometimes individuals, at other
times large masses, were thus settled in depopulated dis-
tricts.4 This policy of colonization was extended to nearly
all parts of the Empire3 including Italy, but its results were
felt chiefly in the Balkan peninsula.
From all these facts one may conclude that the diminution
of population, which is recorded in the provinces of the
Western Empire, did not extend to the Eastern Empire, or,
at least, not in anything like the same degree. It is, however,
1	The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ch. 53 (ed. J. B. Bury, vol. vi,
1898, p; 69).
 2	This movement continued nearly to the end. Also, in the ninth century many
Christians of Sicily and southern Italy found refuge in Greece.
 3	Le travail dans PEurope ckrtiienne au Moyen-Age V*-Xy* sieclcs (Paris, Alcan,
1921), pp. 40-1.
4	Thus, Justinian II at one time settled 70,000 Slav prisoners in Asia Minor.
On another occasion  14,000 Turkish prisoners were established as settlers in
Macedonia.

